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Nikki Giovanni 
A National Treasure   

 
Nikki Giovanni was born on June 7, 1943 in 
Knoxville, Tennessee. However, she grew up in 
Cincinnati, Ohio, but she and her sister spend 
their summers in Knoxville with their 
grandparents. She graduated from Fisk University 
with honors in 1968 which is her grandfather’s 
alma mater. She also published her first book of 
poetry in 1968 titled Black Feeling Black Talk . 
Giovanni has spent over thirty decades publishing 
and lecturing which has given her the name 
“National Treasure” and “Living Legend”. She has 
received numerous honors and awards for her 
books such a Caldecott Honor for her children’s 
book Rosa which is about the civil rights legend 
Rosa Parks. Nikki Giovanni ‘s Poetry Collection 
was also one of the five finalist for a Grammy 
Award. She is the recipient of twenty-five 
honorary degrees and has been named Woman of 
the Year by Mademoiselle Magazine, Ebony 
Magazine just to name a few as well as she was 
given the honor as Outstanding Woman of 
Tennessee. Nikki Giovanni is the author of more 
than thirty books for children and adults. She 
currently holds the title as Virginia Tech’s  
University Distinguished Professor in Blacksburg, 
Virginia Nikki Giovanni ("Nikki Giovanni ", 
2012).  
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Glass covers ______________________  

Clouds cover  _____________________  

Nighttime covers  __________________  

Blankets cover  ____________________ 

  -__________________ 
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Glass covers         to keep the cold away  

Clouds cover the sky to make a        day 

         covers all the things that creep  

Blankets cover me when I‘m  
 

-Nikki Giovanni   



Thank you! 
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• Graphics by Hallmark Card Studio 2003 and Microsoft Office.com 
• Nikki Giovanni . (2012). Retrieved from http://nikki-

giovanni.com/ibio.shtml  

Thank you for downloading my freebie! I hope that it is a high-quality  product that you 

can you in your classroom for many years to come. Please carefully read through the 

materials before presenting it to your class. If you have any questions or concerns please 

contact me through TpT or my email address teachiepeachie@gmail.com. I welcome 

feedback as well as it is greatly appreciated. You can also follow me at 

http://teachiepeachie.blogspot.com/All rights reserved © 2012. Permission is granted to 

the original downloader/purchaser of this document to reproduce as many pages as 

needed for the downloader/purchaser’s classroom only. Reproducing for others, re-selling, 

or claiming this work as your own is strictly prohibited and is in direct violation of the 

Digital Millennium Copyright Act. © 2012 Yvonne Denerson-Horne Please give credit if 

referenced in a blog, website and the like and link back to the product. Thank you again 

and enjoy!    
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